What to expect


If your Loan Estimate was disclosed using split disclosures, then your Closing Disclosure must be disclosed as split disclosures. Same goes
for combined. Once you pick a preference, it must stay the same through the remainder of the loan.



Combined documents will assume the draw portion of the payments as the initial obligation, so the monthly principal and interest payment
will reflect the initial interest only payment paid during the draw portion of the loan. The loan terms product will also be disclosed
considering the draw portion of the loan. Split disclosures have the advantage that they do not reference the other half of the loan. The draw
period loan purpose and terms are disclosed in regards to solely the draw portion and the perm is solely the permanent financing. In a
combined transaction, however, the loan terms are disclosed in terms of the first portion of the obligation, or the draw period. So, where a
split one time may disclose the permanent portion as simply a fixed rate loan, a combined disclosure would say that it is an interest only
because it is looking at the loan in its entirety instead of as two separate transactions.



Testing for the points and fees portion of the QM/section 32/section 43 analysis does become a little more complicated. With a split
disclosure, we were able to designate some fees are draw period fees, thus excluding them from the analysis. In a combined disclosure,
however, there are no more draw period screens. There is just a fee screen. So, lenders who are currently excluding fees in this manner, may
find themselves in trouble with their fees being over the limits on combined disclosures.



QM also looks at the loan term. There is a toxic feature test for a 30-year loan. On a combined disclosure, we do not consider the entire loan
amount, only the permanent. However, we also check to make sure that the draw period is one year or less. Failure to meet this requirement
will cause section 43 to fail. However, a loan with a 1 year draw phase and a 30-year permanent phase will pass the loan term test just fine.

Order form changes
Split One Time
Answer the “Do you want to disclose this transaction on combined
disclosures?” question as “NO” on the Loan Setup screen

This will produce the draw period screens that they are used to seeing:

Combined One Times
Answer the “Do you want to disclose this transaction on combined
disclosures?” question as “YES” on the Loan Setup screen

This will remove the draw period screens from the screen flow:

Doing a split disclosure treats the two disclosures separately, so it asks
for the calculation method for cash to close and each disclosure’s
document loan purpose

Doing a combined disclosure treats the two disclosures as one, so it
only asks for the calculation method for cash to close for the permanent
portion and only the combined document loan purpose.

In split one times, we show both the draw period and the perm period
aggregate analysis recaps

In combined one times, we only show one aggregate analysis recaps. It
will populate accordingly if the escrows start in the perm or in the
draw period.

Split disclosures will have separate areas to input the credits, cash to
close, and assessments (as you’re used to seeing already)

Combined disclosures will have one set of credits, cash to close,
assessments:

There are also new audits to consider. On the web and wizard, there is a stop audit for staff review on all combined one time closings. Please have
Zack and Sam look at these before the files are sent out.

You will also see stop audits for the scenarios that we cannot handle. There is no fixing these scenarios.

Document Changes
The majority of the changes will be to page one of the Loan Estimate and Closing Disclosure on combined disclosures.First, the loan term now
includes the entire obligation, so 12-month interest only followed by 360 monthly payments of principal and interest will read as “31 Years”

The purpose will be the equivalent of the draw period phase purpose. This still depends on the questions regarding whether land purchase or a
dwelling refinance are included. We print the draw period purpose because it is the most relevant to the transaction at the time they receive the
combined disclosure.

The product term on a regular split one time closing with a 12 month draw period will print 11 mo. Interest Only for the draw period product term
because the 12th payment is the final balloon payment consisting of principal and interest. On a combined loan, however, the product will show the
actual 1 year interest only because it is no longer considered a balloon because they are one transaction.

If a loan is fixed during the draw period at a rate and then fixed in the permanent phase at a different rate, the product feature will read that it is a
step rate with the initial term being the draw term in years followed by a “/0” indicating that there is no subsequent change. This is because the
rules are clear that if a loan’s adjustments in interest rate are known at the time of consummation, then they must be disclosed as a step rate.

The product features will also appear a little differently on the combined disclosure. On a loan where the draw period is fixed, but the permanent
portion is a floating rate or an ARM, the product term will indicate an adjustable rate, even though it’s not what happens first.

The interest rate disclosed on the Loan Terms screen is the initial rate. For a combined one time, it will be the start rate of the draw period. If there is
a rate adjustment, there will be a disclosure that it will change and when.

The balloon section of the loan terms will no longer print a balloon solely for the draw term. Because the phases are combined, the draw term
concluding is no longer considered a balloon. If the permanent portion of the loan has a balloon, it will be disclosed in the normal fashion.

The Principal and Interest Payment is the initial payment, meaning the first interest only payment of the draw portion. It will also disclose the
maximum principal and interest payment when the payments switch from the initial interest only amount to full principal and interest payments.
An amount of 0.00 will be disclosed for loans where all interest and principle is due at maturity. The amount disclosed, similar to the amounts
disclosed in the projected payments table, assumes each period has the same duration. This figure will match the amount disclosed in the projected
payments table since there is no longer variations due to number of days. With respect to the whether the amount can increase after closing, the
CFPB clarified that the technical answer is NO, but the creditor may also answer as YES to reflect the nature of construction financing. We will
continue to disclose this as YES as we have done for the past year
We rely on appendix D of Regulation Z when computing payments on a multiple advance loan where the timing of the advances is
unknown. Appendix D allows creditors to assume half the loan is outstanding for the purpose of estimating interest only payments. Furthermore,
the TRID allows creditors to ignore variations due to the number of days in a month when making certain disclosures. We are updating our
disclosures to show ordinary interest amounts (assuming the same number of days in each pay period), even on true daily loans, in the projected
payments table. Because each payment period is the same length, there will no longer a range in the project payments table for fixed rate
loans. Please note that the Finance Charge, Total of Payments, TIP, and APR will still rely on counting the actual number of days that have elapsed
for accurate disclosures. Please also note that there are limits on the number of days that can be ignored.
Following the “YES” for “Can this amount increase after closing?” prompt, we indicate that it can adjust every month because of the nature of a
draw loan. The outstanding amount can change with the first payment if they draw more of the loan. It will disclose when the loan will hit its
maximum amount. If there is not a varying amount, it will simply be the point where the loan goes from interest only to principal and interest
payments. It will also display the length of the interest only period.

The projected payments table will now encompass the entire loan obligation. The first projected payments column will display the draw portion of
the loan. It will cut off when the loan switches to P&I payments. Changes in P&I is a trigger for creating new columns. If the permanent loan has an
interest only (interest first) period, there will be a new column even if it is still interest only. The draw period interest only payments are based on
½ outstanding whereas the permanent portion is based on entire loan balance.

If escrows are due during the draw period, the estimated escrow amount will be indicated in the first column of the projected payments table. If the
escrows are not due until the permanent phase, then the second column will have the escrow amount and the amount will be omitted from the first
column. On a split disclosure, when there are estimated taxes, insurance, and assessments disclosed as starting in the permanent phase, the
amounts are omitted from the draw period assessments table. On a combined, however, they are disclosed upfront, even though they may not start
right away. Mortgage insurance will never start in the first column.



On a loan with a fixed draw period rate followed by a different permanent phase fixed rate, the AIR table will be presented. A step rate will
also include an AIR table. It will show regardless of whether it went up or down. If it is down, it will show a negative adjustment. It will
omit the subsequent adjustments, as there are none.

Combined one time closings will also show an AP table because the loan changes from interest only to principal and interest.

The Loan Estimate comparisons table and the Closing Disclosure Loan Calculations table will look at the loan in its entirety. The 5 year totals will
include the draw phase, and the APR will be calculated as a combined APR from both the draw period APR and the permanent phase APR.

The amortization schedule will also appear a little differently. Before, we did not amortize the draw loan, as we were unsure how to show an
expected payment schedule with a varying loan balance. However, Appendix D section 17(c) allows us to assume ½ outstanding across the board
for multiple advance construction loans. Now, however, we show the interest only portion as the first part of the loan. For instance, the
amortization schedule might show 12 payments as interest only assuming half outstanding and on the 13th payment, the payments would go up to
the P&I amount and the loan balance would increase to be full outstanding. Also, the regulations allow us to ignore odd days within certain
limitations for true daily loans and allow us to make the assumption that all payments are equal. Since we assume the draw portion of the one-time
to be true daily, the amounts in the amortization schedule for the draw period will be appear as though they are calculated as scheduled, instead of
assuming a different number of days each month. This should provide for an easier to understand amortization schedule and prevent unnecessary
ranges in payments in the projected payments table.
For example, assume the creditor originates a 12 month, interest only construction loan for $100,000 at 5 percent with interest payable only on the
amount actually advanced for the time it’s outstanding. Under option one in appendix D, the creditor may assume $50,000 is outstanding (one-half
of the $100,000 commitment) for the entire construction period, and after applying the interest rate by multiplying $50,000 by .05, would obtain a
total estimated interest payment of $2,500. When divided by 12, this would yield an initial periodic payment of $208.33 for the 12 month, interest
only construction loan phase.
The amortization schedule will also now include a “T+H” column. This is the amount of the taxes and hazard. This is for informational purposes
only.

